Using an aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM), we demonstrate lattice resolution imaging in gold/palladium nanoparticles via electron beam-induced current (EBIC) imaging of secondary electron (SE) emission. As the focused STEM beam is rastered across the electron transparent sample, SEs are emitted from above and below the sample with a yield of a few percent [1] . The holes left behind are collected as a current by a transimpedance amplifier, and the resulting voltage signal is associated with the beam position to form a SE emission EBIC, or SEEBIC, image [1] . SEEBIC provides efficient and quantitative SE detection, is sensitive to all emitted electrons regardless of emission geometry (e.g. top vs. bottom surface, detector position), and does not require additional modification of the electron microscope (beyond use of an electrical biasing holder).
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To demonstrate lattice resolution with STEM EBIC imaging, we use a commercially available grating replica magnification calibration sample. Because of the low secondary yield, large primary beam currents are necessary to give an EBIC image with a satisfactory signal to noise ratio. We use an aberration-corrected STEM (NCEM's TEAM 1.0) with ~300 pA of beam current, and an accelerating voltage of 300 kV. We are able to achieve a lattice resolution of roughly 0.24 nm (see orange arrow, Fig. 1 ). In the Fig. 1 SEEBIC image, both the nanoparticle and the carbon film produce similar contrast, as SEEBIC is sensitive to electron emission from both the nanoparticle and the film on which it sits. Thus we are able to resolve lattice even with the added "background" of the signal from the carbon film. In regions of carbon film alone, the HAADF image gives very little signal, while the SEEBIC shows details of the carbon film surface. The ability to simultaneously resolve multiple layers of elements with drastically different atomic numbers could prove useful for niche imaging purposes, including biological samples.
Aberration-corrected SE imaging has been previously demonstrated using an off-sample detector [2] . Aside from the aforementioned advantages of SEEBIC over remote SE detection, SEEBIC has the additional advantage of providing differential contrast depending on where current is measured [1] . While imaging a device, for example, SEEBIC can be collected from individual electrodes, providing information about electronic structure, such as conductance changes, which are invisible to both STEM and SE imaging. SEEBIC has also demonstrated promise at providing a measure of work function [1] . The highly localized beam-induced hole currents result from secondary electron emission from not only the conduction band, but also core states [3] . Correlating atomic-scale electronic features with the atoms themselves can drastically advance understanding of device physics at the most basic level. 
